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ABSTRACT. We study the relation between glacier hypsometry and sensitivity of mass-balance rate to

changes in equilibrium-line altitude (ELA) to assess whether hypsometry can reliably be used to estimate

the sensitivity of unmeasured glaciers to changes in ELA. We express the sensitivity of mass-balance rate

to ELA, d _B=dELA, as a function of accumulation–area ratio (AAR), its derivative against altitude, dAAR/

dELA, and mass-balance functions of ELA. We then apply the concept to 139 glaciers in the Southern

Patagonia Icefield for which we derive hypsometry and AAR, and analyze the influence of hypsometry

on their mass-balance rate sensitivity. We confirm that glaciers where the bulk of area is located above

(below) the ELA are the least (most) sensitive. Glaciers with unimodal hypsometric curves where the

peak of area fraction is around the present ELA, and glaciers with bi- or multimodal area distributions,

with the ELA located approximately between the bulges, have intermediate sensitivities. We conclude

that hypsometry can be used as a first-order estimator of mass-balance rate sensitivity to ELA change.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In a seminal paper, Furbish and Andrews (1984) showed that
the hypsometry (area–altitude relationship) of a glacier plays
a critical role in the response of the terminus to changes in
equilibrium-line altitude (ELA). Furbish and Andrews (1984)
considered five idealized but representative shapes of valley
glaciers, originally proposed by Osmaston (1975), and
analyzed the response of their termini to vertical shifts in
ELA assuming a piecewise linear mass-balance profile. The
five idealized classes comprise glaciers with a uniform
hypsometry, i.e. area is constant with elevation (shape A);
glaciers where the bulk of area lies above the ELA (B); glaciers
where the bulk of area lies below the ELA (C); glaciers where
the bulk of area lies at the ELA (D); and glaciers with bimodal
hypsometric curves, where the ELA lies approximately
between the two bulges (E). Furbish and Andrews (1984)
found that the termini of glaciers with shape B are initially
most sensitive, i.e. their termini will experience the largest
altitudinal change for a given shift in ELA. The termini of
glaciers in shape classes D, A, E and C follow in order of
sensitivity. The sensitivities are, however, nonlinear functions
of hypsometry, and the final altitude that the terminus of a
glacier reaches to accommodate a given change in ELA
depends on the shift in ELA and the initial terminus altitude.
The results convincingly demonstrated that the termini of
glaciers with different hypsometry behave differently under
similar climate forcing, highlighting the fundamental import-
ance of geometry as a control on the behavior of glaciers (e.g.
Jiskoot and others, 2009), an aspect that deserves considera-
tion in assessments of glacier variations in the context of
current climate change. In this paper, we look at the problem
from a different angle, focusing on the role of hypsometry in
the sensitivity of the mass balance to vertical shifts of the ELA:

d _B=dELA. We begin by explicitly formulating d _B=dELA in
terms of hypsometric andmass-balance functions, and derive
a generic expression valid for any glacier and mass-balance
curve. Then, relying upon a new glacier inventory and

publicly available elevation data, we apply the concept to
estimate the sensitivity of the simulated mass balance of 139
glaciers in the Southern Patagonia Icefield to vertical shifts in
ELA. Our purpose is to assess whether we can confidently use
the relatively accessible information on hypsometry and ELA
as a first-order estimator of the climate sensitivity of
unmeasured glaciers. Such an approach could provide
means of qualitatively assessing the sensitivity of glaciers
located in regions where contemporaneous series of climate
and mass-balance data are scarce, and for which the climate
sensitivity cannot be calculated in the standard way (e.g.
Oerlemans and others, 1998; Braithwaite and Zhang, 2000).

2. CONCEPT, DATA AND METHODS

2.1. Concept

We seek an expression for the sensitivity of the mass-balance
rate to changes in ELA that is based on easily measured
properties and that can be applied to a wide range of glaciers,
irrespective of their balance state or boundary condition at
the terminus. For simplicity, we restrict ourselves to the static
case, i.e. for the current geometry of glaciers under small
perturbations of ELA. We assume that mass balance is only a
function of altitude, neglecting horizontal gradients and
complex spatio-temporal variability due to avalanches and
wind redistribution of snow (e.g. Machguth and others,
2006). We also consider that variations of frontal ablation

with ELA in calving glaciers are negligible: d _D=dELA � 0.
We justify this assumption on the basis that calving flux is
primarily controlled by frontal geometry and basal condi-
tions (e.g. Benn and others, 2007), which we here consider
fixed. We also assume that variations in melting, evaporation
and sublimation at the calving face due to ELA migration are
negligible in comparison with attendant changes on the
much larger glacier surface.

We begin by expressing the mass-balance sensitivity in
terms of the accumulation–area ratio (AAR, the ratio of
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accumulation area to total area), its derivative against
altitude (dAAR/dELA, equivalent to the area fraction vs
elevation curve), and quantities derivable from a mass-
balance model or observations. The balance equation for a
glacier can be expressed as

_B ¼ _BaccAc þ _BablAa ð1Þ

where _B is the net mass-balance rate, _Bacc is the balance rate

of the accumulation area, Ac is the accumulation area, _Babl

is the balance rate of the ablation area and Aa is ablation
area. Dividing both sides by the total area, and recalling the
definition of AAR,

AAR ¼ Ac

Ac þ Aa
ð2Þ

Eqn (1) can be rewritten as

_B ¼ _BaccAARþ _Bablð1� AARÞ ð3Þ
We then take the derivative against ELA and rearrange to
obtain

d _B

dELA
¼ AAR

d _Bacc

dELA

zfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}|fflfflfflfflfflfflffl{�

þ dAAR

dELA
ð _Bacc� _BablÞ

zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{�

þð1� AARÞ d
_Babl

dELA

zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{

ð4Þ
This equation explicitly expresses the change of mass-

balance rate against a change in ELA in terms of hypsometric
parameters and mass-balance quantities that can be derived
from observed or modeled data. For simplicity, in the
remainder of this paper we refer to the terms on the right-
hand side as �, � and . The units of these terms are mass
fluxes per unit ELA change (e.g. kilograms per square meter

per year per meter of ELA change, kgm�2 a�1 m�1, or
equivalently, meters water equivalent per year per meter of

ELA change, mw.e. a�1 m�1). Here we use the latter,
presented as values per unit area of glacier, i.e. specific
mass balance (Cogley and others, 2011), and, for conve-
nience, as per 100m ELA change.

2.2. Mass-balance model

The mass-balance quantities in Eqn (4) were derived for each
glacier using a model that gives the mass balance as a
function of elevation. We used a degree-day scheme with
stochastically simulated precipitation, based on values of
average annual temperature, lapse rate and estimated
accumulation reported for an automatic weather station
operating near the snout of Glaciar Perito Moreno (Rott and
others, 1998; Stuefer and others, 2007). Daily values of air
temperature and precipitation were calculated at 10m
elevation intervals. The evolution of daily temperatures
during the year was modeled as a sine wave of mean 5.68C,
amplitude 7.28C (at 180ma.s.l.) and yearly frequency, plus
normally distributed random noise with zero mean and

0.28C standard deviation. A lapse rate of –0.0088Cm�1 was
used. Daily precipitation was stochastically simulated using
a first-order Markov chain (e.g. Woo, 1992), where the
probability of precipitation is 0.85 if there was precipitation
on the previous day, and 0.55 otherwise. The amount of
precipitation was simulated using a gamma distribution with
shape and scale parameters equal to 1, multiplied by a
constant of 0.05m. This particular distribution was chosen
because it allows us to impart a realistically large variability
in daily precipitation values (e.g. a long-tailed distribution).
The distribution parameters were tuned in order to obtain an

average accumulation close to 5.5mw.e. a�1, as derived by
Rott and others (1998). Our modeled values are also
consistent with recent observations on the upper accumu-
lation area of Glaciar Pı́o XI, where accumulation

values of 3.4–7.1mw.e. a�1 have been reported (Schwi-
kowski and others, 2012). Precipitation was counted as
accumulation if the temperature was lower than +18C.
Ablation was parameterized using a degree-day factor of

0.0065mw.e. 8C�1 d�1 for ice, and 0.0035mw.e. 8C�1 d�1

for snow (e.g. Hock, 2003). Water produced by melting or
falling as rain was assumed to drain away from the glacier.
Annual precipitation was assumed to increase with elevation

with a factor of 0.0015mw.e.m�1 (based on Kuhn, 1981).
The daily mass balance was calculated by subtracting the
ablation from the accumulation. The balance profile used in
the calculations was taken as the average of the outcomes of
100 model years (Fig. 1a).

The resulting balance profile was applied to all glaciers,
shifting the curve vertically to adjust for each individual ELA.
The values of balance quantities in Eqn (4) were calculated
by moving the balance profile vertically along the vertical
span of each glacier, thus simulating equilibrium-line
migration from the tongue to the top. It is important to stress
that the purpose of this model is not to perfectly mimic the

Fig. 1. Profiles of mass balance discussed in this paper. (a) The
stochastic model used here, computed using data from Glaciar
Perito Moreno. The central (bold) curve is the average of 100
modeled years, flanked by curves of one standard deviation. (b) A
piecewise linear model of the same type as those considered by
Furbish and Andrews (1984).
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real balance field of every glacier, but to provide a plausible
and realistic mass-balance curve for the region, that is
suitable for testing the effects of hypsometry on balance
sensitivity. Strictly speaking, the mass-balance parameters in
Eqn (4) are dependent on details of the mass-balance model
and aspects of the regional climate (e.g. the west–east
gradients) that are outside the scope of this study and our
simple model. For this reason, error bounds in the mass-
balance quantities were not calculated. In order to support
the discussion, summaries of the results are also presented for
the case of a piecewise linear mass-balance model of the
type considered by Furbish and Andrews (1984), with

constants d _B=dz = 0.0135mw.e.m�1 for z < ELA (based

on Rivera, 2004) and d _B=dz = 0.0075mw.e.m�1 for
z > ELA (Fig. 1b).

2.3. Glacier inventory of the Southern Patagonia
Icefield

In this paper we rely on a new inventory of the Southern
Patagonia Icefield, using the outlines as masks for extracting
the hypsometry of individual glaciers from the elevation
model (Fig. 2; Table 1). Glaciers were manually outlined
after visual interpretation of exceptionally cloud-free Land-
sat 5 Thematic Mapper (TM) images acquired on 12 March
2001 (Skvarca and De Angelis, 2003). The boundaries over
low-relief plateaus were defined with minimal ambiguity
with the aid of a shaded relief model (16� vertical
exaggeration) and artificially computed ‘water drainage
flowlines’, both derived from Shuttle Radar Topography
Mission (SRTM) data (Farr and others, 2007). The newly
compiled outlines generally coincide with those of Aniya
and others (1996), derived using Landsat 5 TM images
acquired in January 1986. The largest discrepancies are
found for Pı́o XI, Viedma and Upsala glaciers, which Aniya
and others (1996) reported to be 1265, 945 (maximum) and

902 km2 in area, but are here found to be 1234, 974 and

835 km2, respectively (Table 1). These discrepancies are
explained by the slightly different choice of ice divide at
some locations and by glacier retreat between January 1986
and March 2001 (Davies and Glasser, 2012). Although the
reported differences do not invalidate the work of Aniya and
others (1996), we note that the inventory presented here was
compiled using completely cloud-free images and the
explicit aid of SRTM topography, both of which were
unavailable to Aniya and others (1996). The new inventory

contains 139 glaciers larger than 5 km2, covering a total area

of 12 363 km2, and is now part of the Randolph Glacier
Inventory, version 2 (RGI; Arendt and others, 2012).

Errors in the digitization process were quantified by
assuming that the uncertainty in the placement of the margin
is half a pixel of the reference image (15m). In this way, we
treated the glacier margin as a 30m wide buffer whose area,
obtained by multiplying the perimeter of the glacier by the
buffer width, gives a reasonable estimate of the total area

uncertainty of the glacier. Glaciers smaller than 5 km2 were
not considered to keep the area uncertainty under 10%. The
same criterion applies to nunataks smaller than 10 pixels

(�9000m2) since their inclusion would increase the total
uncertainty by an amount larger than their actual areas.

2.4. Glacier hypsometry

We use SRTM data as elevation reference due to their high
quality and consistency as a topographic ‘snapshot’,
acquired during 2 weeks in February 2000 (Farr and others,
2007), 13 months before the satellite images used to compile
the inventory. Voids in the original data were filled by using
the elevation cells to generate a new elevation grid using
bilinear interpolation. The voids were relatively small and
mostly located on steep slopes, so the errors introduced by
this procedure were negligible for our purposes. The
elevation data were then extracted for every glacier using
the boundaries in the inventory as masks. The hypsometric
curves were generated by creating histograms of the
elevation data with a 10m bin size. The AAR vs elevation
curve was then obtained by integrating the hypsometric
curves and normalizing them to the range 0–1.

Fig. 2. Glacier inventory of the Southern Patagonia Icefield
compiled for this study. Full lines show the elevation contours of
the current average ELA. Dashed lines show contours spanning the
uncertainty range. The background image was obtained by
averaging seven cloud-free Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectro-
radiometer (MODIS) images acquired in the late summers of 2002
and 2004.
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Table 1. Glacier inventory of the Southern Patagonia Icefield. Glaciers are reported in descending order of area. Unnamed glaciers referred
to as ‘UN’

Name Lat. Long. Area Min. Max. Med. Ave. ELA AAR

km2 m m m m m

Pı́o XI –49.261 –73.625 1234� 8.6 0 3470 1380 1300 930� 50 0.81� 0.02
Viedma –49.359 –73.284 974� 8.8 290 3430 1420 1380 1260� 30 0.67� 0.06
O’Higgins –48.907 –73.347 762� 6.9 270 3540 1480 1420 1200� 20 0.84� 0.04
Upsala –49.684 –73.349 647� 7.8 180 2720 1300 1320 1170� 30 0.65� 0.05
Bernardo –48.649 –73.560 540� 5.4 0 2460 1370 1500 1080� 40 0.84� 0.03
Jorge Montt –48.474 –73.509 488� 5.9 30 2500 1240 1380 930� 40 0.71� 0.04
Penguin –50.060 –73.653 465� 3.7 30 3170 1690 1720 1070� 70 0.93� 0.03
Greve –48.904 –73.656 428� 4.3 150 3370 1150 1290 860� 50 0.75� 0.07
Europa –50.216 –73.658 404� 3.2 40 2680 1490 1500 940� 30 0.94� 0.03
Tempano –48.757 –73.692 334� 4.7 10 2410 1100 1170 860� 30 0.69� 0.05
Tyndall –51.113 –73.427 309� 4.0 50 2010 1020 1020 940� 10 0.57� 0.05
Perito Moreno –50.563 –73.214 259� 3.9 190 2810 1480 1610 1230� 40 0.70� 0.04
Grey –50.861 –73.337 243� 3.7 60 2360 1230 1250 980� 50 0.62� 0.06
Chico –49.102 –73.184 239� 4.3 290 2840 1440 1430 1280� 20 0.67� 0.06
Occidental –48.832 –73.868 235� 3.8 20 1730 720 670 910� 60 0.26� 0.06
HPS13 –49.779 –73.546 213� 2.3 10 2660 1700 1780 1140� 60 0.92� 0.03
Guilardi –50.329 –73.720 167� 3.2 0 2340 1120 1040 800� 70 0.82� 0.06
HPS31 –50.590 –73.403 166� 2.2 20 2820 1510 1510 990� 50 0.85� 0.04
HPS12 –49.620 –73.581 165� 2.5 60 2590 1360 1420 1150� 30 0.71� 0.05
Lucia –48.451 –73.298 164� 4.3 40 2970 1310 1350 1040� 50 0.70� 0.08
Amalia –50.913 –73.529 163� 2.8 0 2150 1220 1300 930� 40 0.77� 0.05
HPS19 –49.959 –73.703 163� 2.1 0 2360 1510 1550 1070� 60 0.88� 0.04
HPS34 –50.766 –73.482 153� 2.0 10 2360 1490 1650 1240� 10.0 0.73� 0.06
Bertachi –49.913 –73.452 125� 2.3 210 3160 1650 1860 1360� 70 0.70� 0.05
Spegazzini –50.241 –73.419 119� 3.2 200 2550 1540 1630 1350� 40 0.74� 0.07
Asia –50.818 –73.614 114� 1.8 10 2130 1100 1110 800� 20 0.77� 0.06
Calvo –50.696 –73.286 104� 1.8 20 2480 1660 1810 1250� 10.0 0.78� 0.06
Bravo –48.590 –73.267 103� 3.3 300 2870 1550 1680 1390� 70 0.76� 0.08
HPS15 –49.852 –73.656 99� 1.4 30 2220 1390 1400 950� 50 0.86� 0.05
Ofhidro –48.478 –73.698 83� 1.9 30 1600 1110 1210 970� 50 0.76� 0.07
HPS29 –50.504 –73.466 79� 1.6 40 2460 1440 1530 1170� 70 0.80� 0.06
Pascua –48.436 –73.180 75� 2.3 220 3000 1110 1050 910� 30 0.64� 0.10
HPS41 –51.237 –73.506 75� 2.3 30 2020 1030 1170 940� 13.0 0.63� 0.11
UN –51.051 –73.590 75� 2.0 30 1940 960 1000 830� 80 0.55� 0.08
Ameghino –50.442 –73.293 70� 2.1 210 2470 1120 1030 940� 40 0.55� 0.10
Pingo –50.972 –73.391 70� 2.1 180 1930 1230 1330 970� 60 0.78� 0.08
HPS28 –50.438 –73.475 68� 1.5 50 2300 1370 1570 1270� 90 0.68� 0.07
HPS10 –49.525 –73.688 67� 1.8 20 2600 1230 1350 1100� 80 0.63� 0.07
Cono –49.836 –73.405 62� 2.2 240 2730 1320 1220 1120� 40 0.54� 0.09
UN –49.844 –73.757 61� 1.3 10 2160 1320 1380 890� 80 0.77� 0.08
Dickson –50.761 –73.226 61� 1.4 200 2350 1320 1550 1010� 12.0 0.64� 0.07
Agassiz –50.030 –73.401 54� 1.5 260 2940 1650 1750 1350� 90 0.79� 0.09
UN –51.168 –73.578 54� 1.6 200 1770 870 840 750� 40 0.58� 0.11
Balmaceda –51.367 –73.405 53� 1.7 160 1930 890 820 690� 30 0.62� 0.10
HPS9 –49.038 –73.615 53� 1.4 160 3540 1360 1500 1130� 90 0.63� 0.07
HPS38 –50.989 –73.635 52� 1.6 80 2020 860 780 670� 50 0.56� 0.10
UN –50.430 –73.837 49� 1.3 100 2240 1000 980 870� 20 0.67� 0.08
Frias –50.681 –73.119 49� 1.7 290 2650 1150 1060 950� 50 0.56� 0.10
Onelli –50.134 –73.472 49� 1.9 190 2640 1440 1540 1210� 12.0 0.62� 0.12
Oriental –48.496 –73.096 46� 1.4 320 3020 1440 1640 1200� 60 0.67� 0.08
Mayo –50.433 –73.379 44� 1.5 190 2390 1230 1520 1340� 10.0 0.54� 0.09
UN –48.944 –73.719 41� 1.2 170 1590 1120 1110 960� 20 0.92� 0.08
UN –49.918 –73.750 39� 0.9 210 2150 1420 1480 1150� 10.0 0.80� 0.09
UN –50.350 –73.500 37� 1.2 100 2310 1520 1630 1370� 70 0.62� 0.10
Mellizo Sur –48.561 –73.167 37� 1.0 340 3000 1990 2070 1730� 60 0.72� 0.08
HPS8 –48.978 –73.685 35� 1.4 170 1610 1200 1250 970� 20 0.88� 0.10
UN –48.579 –73.678 34� 1.1 220 1690 1320 1420 1110� 50 0.84� 0.10
UN –50.721 –73.638 33� 1.0 70 1570 1000 1030 860� 30 0.82� 0.09
UN –49.169 –73.102 33� 1.0 1050 2740 1660 1540 1470� 30 0.71� 0.14
UN –49.433 –73.708 32� 1.1 20 1430 930 1120 830� 12.0 0.66� 0.09
UN –50.542 –73.602 32� 1.1 30 1860 1090 1130 950� 30 0.72� 0.11
UN –48.518 –73.716 31� 1.4 280 1600 1100 1100 910� 20 0.78� 0.13
Grande del Torre –49.303 –73.072 29� 1.0 670 2710 1500 1510 1370� 60 0.58� 0.11
Bolados –50.072 –73.439 29� 1.1 190 2900 1630 1640 1310� 60 0.68� 0.11
UN –48.540 –73.119 28� 1.2 780 3280 1800 1770 1480� 40 0.69� 0.11
UN –48.986 –73.206 27� 0.8 400 2470 1370 1430 1220� 20 0.68� 0.07
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Table 1. (continued)

Name Lat. Long. Area Min. Max. Med. Ave. ELA AAR

km2 m m m m m

UN –50.698 –73.595 27�1.1 140 1520 860 850 690� 30 0.71�0.13
Mayo Norte –50.307 –73.345 26�0.8 630 2120 1490 1490 1340� 10 0.76�0.08
UN –48.760 –73.238 25�1.2 420 2660 1760 1780 1480� 30 0.72�0.11
UN –51.328 –73.471 24�0.8 300 1590 1020 1070 890� 50 0.65�0.11
UN –50.308 –73.468 24�1.0 310 2300 1680 1790 1460� 12.0 0.85�0.09
Olvidado –50.842 –73.235 21�0.9 600 1870 1110 1080 1000� 30 0.66�0.12
UN –50.139 –73.864 21�0.8 210 1700 1110 1260 950� 70 0.68�0.12
UN –50.371 –73.736 21�0.8 290 1950 1000 990 860� 10 0.80�0.11
Snowy –51.366 –73.507 20�0.8 30 1640 800 750 640� 90 0.56�0.13
UN –50.705 –73.413 20�0.6 40 2220 1190 1150 890� 30 0.77�0.09
UN –50.208 –73.869 19�0.7 110 1760 1150 1180 940� 40 0.82�0.09
UN –51.401 –73.486 19�0.7 60 1920 1170 1280 990� 10.0 0.66�0.12
UN –49.776 –73.769 19�0.9 40 1770 950 930 750� 30 0.71�0.15
Marconi –49.230 –73.125 19�0.9 660 2270 1380 1380 1190� 80 0.65�0.14
Tunel inferior –49.358 –73.083 18�0.7 820 2310 1500 1530 1240� 60 0.69�0.10
UN –50.767 –73.683 17�0.7 460 1350 940 970 790� 60 0.74�0.15
UN –50.642 –73.395 16�0.7 0 2490 1390 1500 1200� 23.0 0.61�0.15
UN –50.552 –73.535 16�0.7 90 2130 1170 1300 780� 18.0 0.75�0.11
UN –49.772 –73.719 16�1.0 0 1830 1010 1050 790� 70 0.72�0.16
UN –50.410 –73.739 16�0.7 100 2250 1040 1000 870� 50 0.62�0.13
UN –51.027 –73.404 15�0.5 650 1890 1260 1240 1080� 30 0.68�0.11
UN –49.288 –73.762 15�0.8 500 1530 1150 1180 990� 40 0.82�0.16
UN –50.246 –73.862 15�0.8 200 1680 1140 1190 1010� 50 0.78�0.13
UN –50.175 –73.857 15�0.6 250 1830 1310 1360 1150� 40 0.72�0.11
UN –48.352 –73.613 14�0.8 450 1750 1140 1070 920� 40 0.69�0.17
UN –48.824 –73.142 14�0.6 700 2800 1650 1630 1360� 30 0.74�0.11
UN –49.778 –73.630 13�0.5 80 1890 1180 1260 1000� 90 0.72�0.13
UN –50.739 –73.162 13�0.7 200 2420 1250 1310 1130� 10.0 0.68�0.17
UN –50.375 –73.235 13�0.6 610 1870 1390 1400 1200� 20 0.77�0.11
UN –49.577 –73.704 13�0.8 220 2040 1320 1410 1090� 16.0 0.72�0.21
UN –48.686 –73.278 12�0.7 470 2500 1640 1650 1350� 80 0.71�0.15
UN –49.961 –73.408 12�0.5 440 3040 1500 1540 1260� 50 0.64�0.10
UN –50.346 –73.676 12�0.5 110 1220 920 990 770� 30 0.83�0.11
UN –50.400 –73.421 12�0.7 230 2160 1020 750 690� 90 0.53�0.16
UN –50.020 –73.810 12�0.6 140 1600 1090 1160 940� 50 0.70�0.15
UN –48.781 –73.165 11�0.7 520 2790 1890 2050 1800� 10 0.66�0.13
UN –48.798 –73.104 10�0.5 670 2530 1560 1570 1290� 40 0.73�0.13
UN –49.747 –73.188 10�0.6 1110 1980 1510 1480 1350� 20 0.79�0.13
UN –49.610 –73.672 10�0.5 690 1910 1440 1450 1310� 30 0.78�0.12
UN –50.481 –73.261 9�0.5 510 2130 1350 1430 1320� 20 0.62�0.13
Heim –50.154 –73.345 9�0.6 520 2390 1400 1350 1130� 80 0.74�0.17
UN –48.377 –73.665 9�0.5 460 1810 1270 1290 1100� 70 0.75�0.21
UN –49.163 –73.034 9�0.6 790 2180 1500 1500 1300� 30 0.71�0.18
UN –49.600 –73.211 8�0.4 850 1880 1390 1410 1210� 10 0.84�0.12
UN –50.386 –73.183 8�0.6 650 1840 1370 1370 1240� 10 0.70�0.15
UN –49.672 –73.129 8�0.5 980 2450 1710 1700 1580� 40 0.65�0.16
UN –49.888 –73.803 7�0.4 270 1700 1140 1320 850� 11.0 0.69�0.15
UN –51.203 –73.427 7�0.5 460 1840 1230 1220 1070� 30 0.66�0.14
UN –50.427 –73.776 7�0.5 130 2330 1010 940 810� 10.0 0.54�0.17
UN –50.343 –73.564 7�0.4 80 2070 1230 1310 880� 80 0.76�0.16
UN –49.720 –73.155 7�0.4 1010 2080 1730 1740 1510� 20 0.88�0.10
UN –50.505 –73.559 7�0.4 490 1690 1170 1190 1120� 30 0.61�0.16
UN –50.108 –73.907 7�0.4 620 1490 1060 1060 920� 20 0.72�0.17
UN –48.612 –73.176 7�0.4 1040 2110 1730 1780 1600� 50 0.75�0.14
Seco –50.174 –73.322 6�0.5 470 2370 1320 1320 1220� 30 0.60�0.17
UN –50.380 –73.862 6�0.4 420 1390 1010 1030 920� 30 0.69�0.17
UN –49.131 –73.016 6�0.4 870 2340 1540 1520 1380� 30 0.67�0.15
UN –50.950 –73.597 6�0.4 240 1360 860 960 870� 60 0.55�0.19
UN –48.388 –73.420 6�0.4 800 1550 1210 1230 1030� 20 0.80�0.15
UN –49.865 –73.811 6�0.4 880 1540 1210 1210 1130� 30 0.70�0.19
UN –50.472 –73.789 6�0.4 170 1530 1000 1040 730� 90 0.82�0.20
UN –49.774 –73.824 6�0.4 350 1470 1050 1130 1000� 30 0.68�0.17
UN –50.327 –73.400 6�0.3 300 2190 1410 1490 1060� 12.0 0.85�0.15
UN –49.570 –73.226 6�0.4 880 1890 1420 1440 1330� 40 0.67�0.15
Piedras Blancas –49.261 –73.009 6�0.4 670 2130 1640 1670 1420� 40 0.71�0.18
Tunel superior –49.372 –73.115 5�0.4 1000 2130 1590 1630 1310� 30 0.80�0.15
UN –50.482 –73.819 5�0.4 580 1610 1070 1060 890� 60 0.72�0.18
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2.5. Equilibrium-line altitudes

We here approximate equilibrium lines as snowlines at the
end of the ablation season, following the usual convention
for temperate glaciers. The snowlines were automatically
detected on an average of seven cloud-free images acquired
by the Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer
(MODIS) in the late summers of 2002 and 2004 (Fig. 1).
We use an average of images instead of single images
because the averaging process smooths out random noise
and other irrelevant fluctuations, highlighting the long-term
features of interest. We use MODIS data because the high
revisit frequency increases the likelihood of acquiring cloud-
free images. The relatively coarse pixel size (250m) is of
minor importance here because of the large size of the
icefield and the broad scope of the study. The images were
acquired on 5, 16 and 17 February 2002; 5, 6 and 7 February
2004; and 10 March 2004. Snow cover was then at or very
close to the seasonal minimum. Before averaging, the raw
images were converted to top-of-the-atmosphere radiance,
then topographically corrected using the void-filled SRTM
data and finally converted to surface reflectance using
standard algorithms (Schowengerdt, 2006).

Glaciers were automatically segmented into accumu-
lation and ablation areas using Otsu’s optimal thresholding
method (Otsu, 1979). The procedure is optimal in the sense
that it finds the threshold that maximizes a separability
function between two classes (Gonzalez and Woods, 2008).
The suitability of the technique for our purposes is justified
on the basis of the good spectral separability between
glacier facies that can be safely assumed to represent
accumulation and ablation areas (Williams and others,
1991), a criterion that has been successfully applied to the
Southern Patagonia Icefield (Aniya and others, 1996; De
Angelis and others, 2007). Otsu’s optimal thresholding
performed extremely well in most cases, and yielded the
least ambiguous results in all experiments run in the context
of this study, in which several alternative methods were
tested, including maximum likelihood classification and
linear spectral unmixing (Klein and Isacks, 1999). For each
glacier, ablation and accumulation areas were automatically
separated by applying Otsu’s thresholding to the red and

near-infrared bands (band 1, 0.62–0.67 mm; and band 2,

0.841–0.876 mm) and the first two principal components
derived from bands 1–7 (visible to mid-infrared; Fig. 3). AAR
was then calculated from each of these datasets and a final
value obtained by averaging.

A representative, or effective, ELA was chosen as the
elevation corresponding to the present AAR, as derived from
the AAR vs altitude curve. This criterion relies on the one-to-
one correspondence between AAR and elevation in the

hypsometric function of each glacier, and has the advantage
of being objective, reproducible and physically more
meaningful than, for example, averaging the altitude values
along the snowline. In a few cases, however, a mismatch
occurs between the visually inferred snowline and the
computed snowline plotted as a contour when the real
snowline spans an altitude range on a very wide glacier
(Fig. 1). The extreme cases are Glaciar Tyndall, in which the
snowline altitude differs by >100m between its two
accumulation basins, and Glaciar O’Higgins, in which the
southern portion of the snowline is forced downwards as a
result of the prominent wind deflection of snow around
Volcán Lautaro (De Angelis and others, 2007). In most cases,
however, the mismatch is negligible and the approximation
works well. Uncertainties in AAR were conservatively taken
as the standard deviation of the four AAR values used to
extract the average, but are probably larger in glaciers where
the transition zone between firn and ice is very wide
(de Ruyter de Wildt and others, 2002).

3. RESULTS

The terms in Eqn (4) were calculated and plotted as
functions of ELA for the entire altitude range, as if the ELA
were to migrate from the tongue to the top (Fig. 4). This
approach is convenient for visualizing the role of hyp-
sometry in the mass-balance sensitivity and the relative
importance of the terms across the altitude range, but we
stress that the physically meaningful values are only those
near the current ELA. Figure 4 shows the hypsometric curves
and sensitivity functions calculated with the degree-day
model for four glaciers, closely corresponding to the ideal
shape classes B–E of Furbish and Andrews (1984). Values of

AAR, d _B=dELA, �, � and  in the vicinity of the current ELA
(�25m), as well as the shape class for all 139 glaciers, are

shown in Table 2. The uncertainty in d _B=dELA was esti-
mated by propagating the errors in AAR and dAAR/dELA:

�d _B=dELA= (�AAR/AAR)�þ 2�AAR� þ ð�AAR=AARÞ.
The uncertainties tend to be larger for smaller glaciers
because the area of the perimeter buffer tends to be large in
comparison with the absolute area, and because the image
segmentation analysis is based on a smaller number of

pixels. Note that for the smallest glaciers (<10 km2) the

values may be unreliable. Summary statistics of d _B=dELA,
calculated for each class using both the degree-day and
piecewise linear mass-balancemodels, are shown in Figure 5
and Table 3.

The average mass-balance sensitivity of the 139 glaciers is

–1.131�0.174mw.e. a�1 per 100m ELA change when

using the degree-day model, and –0.920� 0.056mw.e. a�1

Table 1. (continued)

Name Lat. Long. Area Min. Max. Med. Ave. ELA AAR

km2 m m m m m

UN –50.657 –73.368 5� 0.3 130 1930 1050 1000 830�50 0.64�0.15
UN –48.453 –73.121 5� 0.6 720 2110 1280 1240 1120�10 0.72�0.22
UN –49.755 –73.625 5� 0.3 360 1630 1090 1170 920�50 0.68�0.15
UN –49.735 –73.746 5� 0.3 760 1770 1250 1240 1030�20 0.79�0.16
UN –48.712 –73.252 5� 0.3 980 2400 1600 1580 1230�70 0.76�0.18
UN –48.387 –73.386 5� 0.4 230 1350 1010 1150 1050�70 0.62�0.22
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per 100m ELA change in the case of the piecewise linear
model. As noted above, these values are approximations and
should be used with care because the exact value of the
sensitivity depends on details of the mass-balance model
considered. Note, however, that the degree-day mass-
balance model was built upon realistic and plausible
choices, based on and consistent with observed data (Rott
and others, 1998; Stuefer and others, 2007; Schwikowski
and others, 2012). We may therefore expect that the average
value given by this model lies closer to the real regional
value than the average given by the piecewise linear model.
Calculations using both mass-balance models (Tables 2 and
3; Figs 4–6) show that glaciers where the bulk of area is
located above the ELA (B) are the least sensitive, whereas
those where the peak of area is below the ELA (C) are the
most sensitive. Bimodal or multimodal glaciers where the
ELA is between hypsometric peaks (E), and unimodal
glaciers with bulges at roughly the ELA (D), have inter-
mediate sensitivities that fall between those of classes B and
C. Glaciers in shape class E tend to be less sensitive than
those in shape class D under a nonlinear mass-balance field,
but these two classes have approximately the same
sensitivity when a piecewise linear mass-balance model is
considered.

For all shape classes, the mass-balance sensitivity to ELA
is exacerbated by the nonlinearity of the model (Fig. 6). A
linear mass-balance model, for example, with constant

d _B=dz = 0.0132mw.e.m�1 (based on Rivera, 2004), yields
a constant sensitivity across the altitude range, i.e. a vertical
line (Fig. 7a). The piecewise linear model gives fairly similar
results except for a smooth change in sensitivity arising from

the different slopes of the two linear sections of the curve
(Fig. 7b). On the other hand, the nonlinear degree-day
model makes the sensitivity variation with ELA also non-
linear. In this case, independently of the individual hypso-
metric characteristics, the mass-balance sensitivity

increases, i.e. d _B=dELA becomes more negative, as the
ELA rises (Fig. 7c). A nonlinear model tends to exacerbate
the differences between the classes and the spread of the
values within each of them (Fig. 5; Table 3).

The relative importance of the terms �, � and  and their
variation with ELA remain, nevertheless, essentially the

same, albeit modulated by the d _B=dELA curve in the
piecewise and nonlinear case. The clearest and most
consistent pattern of variation with ELA is that of �, which
follows the curve of area fraction, dAAR/dELA, and is often
the numerically dominant term where the ELA coincides
with bulges of area (e.g. Glaciar Viedma in Fig. 4). The first
term, �, becomes more important towards the lower
reaches, but in the examples calculated with the nonlinear
degree-day model this becomes less clear because the
sensitivity functions approach zero towards the snout. The
last term, , follows the opposite trend, becoming numer-
ically important when the ELA lies close to the upper
reaches of the glacier, when AAR is low.

4. DISCUSSION

Glaciers in shape class B are characterized by unimodal
area distributions, with the bulk of area located above or
well above the present ELA and thus having high AAR
values. This class is exemplified by Glaciar Bernardo (Fig. 4)

Fig. 3. Example of automatic segmentation of Glaciar Tyndall into ablation and accumulation areas using Otsu’s optimal thresholding. The
left column shows the base data: MODIS bands 1 (red) and 2 (near-infrared). The center column shows the histograms, where the abscissas
represent image raw digital numbers and the ordinates data frequency. The arrows indicate the threshold value. The right column shows the
segmented images with accumulation (white) and ablation areas (dark gray), from which AAR was calculated.
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and includes large glaciers such as Pı́o XI, Europa and
Penguin. These glaciers are the most numerous in our study
and have the lowest mass-balance sensitivities. Most of these
glaciers are located on the western side of the icefield and
all have calving termini. In general, � and � tend to
dominate the total sensitivity: � does so when AAR is large,
whereas � does so when the hypsometric mode is close to
the ELA. On the other hand,  is naturally unimportant since
it depends on the complement of the AAR, which is
consistently low in these glaciers (Table 2). Furbish and
Andrews (1984) found that the termini of these glaciers are
the most sensitive, those that will experience the largest
changes in elevation in reaching equilibrium after a change
of ELA. There is no contradiction here with our findings:
glaciers in shape class B have long and narrow tongues
usually lying at lower altitudes than the termini of glaciers in
other shape classes. In these conditions, even slight changes
in the net mass balance will translate into relatively large
altitudinal shifts of the terminus, whereas little change will

be experienced at higher altitudes. Note, however, that all
glaciers with shape B in our study have calving termini. The
terminus altitude is thus bound to the water level, except
when large changes in mass balance promote retreat to
higher elevation beyond the water body. For small changes
in ELA, mass-balance changes affecting the tongue are
accommodated by horizontal shifts of the calving front
position (Mercer, 1961).

Glaciers in shape class C, exemplified by Glaciar
Occidental, have roughly unimodal area distributions with
the bulk of area below the present ELA, thus showing low
AAR values. These glaciers have opposite properties to those
in shape class B, showing the highest mass-balance
sensitivities, primarily dominated by  and secondarily
by �. Furbish and Andrews (1984) found that the termini of
these glaciers are less sensitive to changes in ELA than those
in all other classes. The geometric properties of their ideal
class are opposed to those in shape class B, with wide
ablation areas lying at higher elevation and relatively closer

Fig. 4. Hypsometric and sensitivity curves for (left to right) Bernardo, Occidental, Viedma and Perito Moreno glaciers, representing shape

classes B–E as functions of ELA: row 1: AAR; row 2: dAAR/dELA; row 3: balance sensitivity d _B=dELA; row 4: �, � and . The horizontal
dotted lines denote the current ELA. Vertical lines denote the zeroes on the x-axis for the different plots.
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Table 2. Mass-balance sensitivities for glaciers in the inventory, calculated using the degree-day model. Glaciers are reported in descending

order of sensitivity, calculated using a degree-day mass-balance model. The units of the sensitivity terms are mw.e. a�1 per 100m ELA

change. Values in parentheses are errors in d _B=dELA given as percentages. Unnamed glaciers referred to as ‘UN’

Name Lat. Long. Area d _B=dELA � �  Shape

Occidental –48.832 –73.868 235�3.8 –1.547�0.510 (32%) –0.061 –0.674 –0.800 C
UN –48.387 –73.386 5�0.4 –1.508�0.913 (60%) –0.482 –1.044 –0.003 B
UN –50.950 –73.597 6�0.4 –1.450�0.705 (48%) –0.510 –0.573 –0.384 E
Mayo –50.433 –73.379 44�1.5 –1.434�0.294 (20%) –0.404 –0.328 –0.704 E
UN –49.774 –73.824 6�0.4 –1.405�0.536 (38%) –0.574 –0.731 –0.107 B
UN –50.505 –73.559 7�0.4 –1.382�0.593 (42%) –0.336 –0.867 –0.192 D
UN –50.380 –73.862 6�0.4 –1.366�0.551 (40%) –0.429 –0.857 –0.093 D
UN –49.433 –73.708 32�1.1 –1.356�0.224 (16%) –0.610 –0.283 –0.470 B
UN –48.612 –73.176 7�0.4 –1.355�0.389 (28%) –0.584 –0.716 –0.068 B
UN –49.570 –73.226 6�0.4 –1.354�0.476 (35%) –0.405 –0.765 –0.193 D
UN –49.865 –73.811 6�0.4 –1.350�0.573 (42%) –0.483 –0.744 –0.138 D
UN –50.346 –73.676 12�0.5 –1.334�0.254 (19%) –0.801 –0.551 +0.010 B
UN –50.386 –73.183 8�0.6 –1.328�0.472 (35%) –0.376 –0.869 –0.089 D
UN –49.610 –73.672 10�0.5 –1.326�0.389 (29%) –0.532 –0.945 +0.109 D
UN –49.288 –73.762 15�0.8 –1.321�0.389 (29%) –0.628 –0.676 –0.012 B
UN –50.767 –73.683 17�0.7 –1.319�0.404 (30%) –0.505 –0.656 –0.178 D
UN –50.108 –73.907 7�0.4 –1.316�0.513 (38%) –0.355 –0.837 –0.145 D
Ofhidro –48.478 –73.698 83�1.9 –1.307�0.177 (13%) –0.660 –0.592 –0.081 B
UN –48.388 –73.420 6�0.4 –1.303�0.366 (28%) –0.573 –0.636 –0.106 B
Olvidado –50.842 –73.235 21�0.9 –1.297�0.406 (31%) –0.221 –0.921 –0.170 D
UN –50.721 –73.638 33�1.0 –1.293�0.263 (20%) –0.712 –0.761 +0.159 B
UN –48.377 –73.665 9�0.5 –1.293�0.680 (52%) –0.414 –0.969 +0.075 D
UN –50.246 –73.862 15�0.8 –1.291�0.325 (25%) –0.663 –0.629 –0.027 B
UN –48.944 –73.719 41�1.2 –1.289�0.222 (17%) –0.695 –0.804 +0.245 D
Mayo Norte –50.307 –73.345 26�0.8 –1.285�0.223 (17%) –0.454 –0.829 –0.009 D
Tyndall –51.113 –73.427 309�4.0 –1.282�0.191 (14%) –0.170 –0.873 –0.256 E
UN –49.720 –73.155 7�0.4 –1.281�0.229 (17%) –0.687 –0.644 +0.042 B
HPS28 –50.438 –73.475 68�1.5 –1.276�0.188 (14%) –0.479 –0.546 –0.250 B
UN –48.781 –73.165 11�0.7 –1.275�0.414 (32%) –0.351 –0.819 –0.111 B
UN –50.542 –73.602 32�1.1 –1.273�0.379 (29%) –0.379 –0.997 +0.111 B
UN –51.328 –73.471 24�0.8 –1.272�0.323 (25%) –0.395 –0.622 –0.270 B
UN –50.020 –73.810 12�0.6 –1.267�0.439 (34%) –0.428 –0.786 –0.051 B
UN –50.481 –73.261 9�0.5 –1.266�0.488 (38%) –0.256 –1.026 +0.021 D
UN –49.600 –73.211 8�0.4 –1.266�0.263 (20%) –0.675 –0.572 –0.021 B
Seco –50.174 –73.322 6�0.5 –1.265�0.639 (50%) –0.192 –0.983 –0.096 D
UN –50.430 –73.837 49�1.3 –1.265�0.270 (21%) –0.242 –1.001 –0.021 D
UN –49.747 –73.188 10�0.6 –1.265�0.346 (27%) –0.363 –0.820 –0.099 D
HPS8 –48.978 –73.685 35�1.4 –1.265�0.245 (19%) –0.725 –0.656 +0.114 B
UN –50.375 –73.235 13�0.6 –1.259�0.295 (23%) –0.410 –0.809 –0.039 D
UN –48.579 –73.678 34�1.1 –1.257�0.270 (21%) –0.667 –0.732 +0.139 B
UN –50.698 –73.595 27�1.1 –1.253�0.376 (30%) –0.340 –0.786 –0.143 D
UN –50.371 –73.736 21�0.8 –1.244�0.278 (22%) –0.495 –0.759 +0.005 D
Upsala –49.684 –73.349 647�7.8 –1.242�0.156 (12%) –0.304 –0.774 –0.171 D
UN –49.755 –73.625 5�0.3 –1.239�0.431 (34%) –0.372 –0.691 –0.201 B
Bravo –48.590 –73.267 103�3.3 –1.235�0.161 (13%) –0.686 –0.282 –0.278 B
UN –49.672 –73.129 8�0.5 –1.231�0.493 (40%) –0.272 –0.758 –0.214 D
Chico –49.102 –73.184 239�4.3 –1.227�0.217 (17%) –0.212 –1.075 +0.056 D
Viedma –49.359 –73.284 974�8.8 –1.226�0.198 (16%) –0.219 –0.978 –0.040 D
UN –48.518 –73.716 31�1.4 –1.226�0.389 (31%) –0.320 –0.973 +0.068 D
UN –51.027 –73.404 15�0.5 –1.217�0.356 (29%) –0.173 –0.971 –0.086 D
UN –50.482 –73.819 5�0.4 –1.214�0.448 (36%) –0.461 –0.561 –0.208 B
UN –50.175 –73.857 15�0.6 –1.210�0.341 (28%) –0.288 –0.965 +0.011 B
UN –49.131 –73.016 6�0.4 –1.207�0.446 (36%) –0.231 –0.784 –0.193 D
UN –51.203 –73.427 7�0.5 –1.200�0.401 (33%) –0.261 –0.683 –0.261 D
UN –51.168 –73.578 54�1.6 –1.193�0.394 (33%) –0.073 –0.870 –0.265 D
UN –48.453 –73.121 5�0.6 –1.186�0.632 (53%) –0.242 –0.859 –0.109 D
UN –50.139 –73.864 21�0.8 –1.183�0.327 (27%) –0.319 –0.663 –0.207 E
UN –50.739 –73.162 13�0.7 –1.181�0.532 (45%) –0.268 –0.918 –0.023 D
UN –50.350 –73.500 37�1.2 –1.172�0.270 (23%) –0.271 –0.513 –0.380 E
UN –50.410 –73.739 16�0.7 –1.171�0.418 (35%) –0.167 –0.804 –0.217 D
UN –49.735 –73.746 5�0.3 –1.168�0.360 (30%) –0.461 –0.597 –0.121 D
UN –49.778 –73.630 13�0.5 –1.167�0.315 (26%) –0.452 –0.551 –0.191 B
UN –49.169 –73.102 33�1.0 –1.165�0.494 (42%) +0.080 –1.156 –0.110 D
UN –51.401 –73.486 19�0.7 –1.164�0.303 (26%) –0.355 –0.499 –0.313 E
Grande del Torre –49.303 –73.072 29�1.0 –1.163�0.343 (29%) –0.157 –0.642 –0.365 E
UN –49.776 –73.769 19�0.9 –1.153�0.426 (36%) –0.215 –0.853 –0.097 D
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Table 2. (continued)

Name Lat. Long. Area d _B=dELA � �  Shape

UN –49.163 –73.034 9�0.6 –1.147�0.471 (41%) –0.270 –0.704 –0.181 D
Marconi –49.230 –73.125 19�0.9 –1.142�0.351 (30%) –0.297 –0.479 –0.373 E
UN –48.986 –73.206 27�0.8 –1.139�0.175 (15%) –0.372 –0.522 –0.279 E
Spegazzini –50.241 –73.419 119�3.2 –1.139�0.171 (15%) –0.412 –0.661 –0.078 B
UN –48.352 –73.613 14�0.8 –1.137�0.571 (50%) +0.036 –1.090 –0.101 D
Pascua –48.436 –73.180 75�2.3 –1.125�0.310 (27%) –0.071 –0.854 –0.209 D
HPS10 –49.525 –73.688 67�1.8 –1.122�0.177 (15%) –0.252 –0.458 –0.426 E
UN –50.308 –73.468 24�1.0 –1.120�0.142 (12%) –0.738 –0.216 –0.175 B
Piedras Blancas –49.261 –73.009 6�0.4 –1.118�0.514 (45%) –0.129 –0.900 –0.097 E
Frias –50.681 –73.119 49�1.7 –1.117�0.310 (27%) –0.074 –0.614 –0.436 C
HPS41 –51.237 –73.506 75�2.3 –1.113�0.301 (27%) –0.245 –0.585 –0.307 E
UN –51.051 –73.590 75�2.0 –1.113�0.214 (19%) –0.165 –0.363 –0.583 E
Ameghino –50.442 –73.293 70�2.1 –1.111�0.367 (33%) +0.051 –0.815 –0.337 E
Balmaceda –51.367 –73.405 53�1.7 –1.109�0.311 (28%) –0.035 –0.808 –0.276 D
HPS38 –50.989 –73.635 52�1.6 –1.104�0.317 (28%) –0.048 –0.661 –0.407 D
O’Higgins –48.907 –73.347 762�6.9 –1.095�0.100 ( 9%) –0.422 –0.787 +0.110 D
Snowy –51.366 –73.507 20�0.8 –1.092�0.394 (36%) –0.066 –0.589 –0.453 E
HPS12 –49.620 –73.581 165�2.5 –1.089�0.118 (10%) –0.314 –0.571 –0.217 E
UN –50.657 –73.368 5�0.3 –1.089�0.430 (39%) –0.145 –0.718 –0.255 D
Bernardo –48.649 –73.560 540�5.4 –1.088�0.050 ( 4%) –0.668 –0.302 –0.132 B
UN –50.427 –73.776 7�0.5 –1.087�0.494 (45%) –0.094 –0.480 –0.516 C
Tempano –48.757 –73.692 334�4.7 –1.084�0.134 (12%) –0.178 –0.758 –0.150 E
UN –49.918 –73.750 39�0.9 –1.083�0.171 (15%) –0.549 –0.428 –0.114 B
UN –50.208 –73.869 19�0.7 –1.083�0.288 (26%) –0.373 –0.995 +0.265 B
Tunel superior –49.372 –73.115 5�0.4 –1.083�0.310 (28%) –0.386 –0.565 –0.134 E
UN –49.577 –73.704 13�0.8 –1.078�0.512 (47%) –0.283 –0.676 –0.122 B
Pingo –50.972 –73.391 70�2.1 –1.075�0.162 (15%) –0.479 –0.490 –0.120 B
UN –50.642 –73.395 16�0.7 –1.072�0.393 (36%) –0.129 –0.524 –0.422 E
UN –49.772 –73.719 16�1.0 –1.071�0.387 (36%) –0.254 –0.671 –0.145 B
Mellizo Sur –48.561 –73.167 37�1.0 –1.060�0.190 (17%) –0.277 –0.660 –0.117 B
Cono –49.836 –73.405 62�2.2 –1.058�0.331 (31%) +0.092 –0.756 –0.378 E
UN –50.472 –73.789 6�0.4 –1.047�0.457 (43%) –0.345 –0.752 +0.025 B
Heim –50.154 –73.345 9�0.6 –1.041�0.396 (38%) –0.268 –0.656 –0.142 D
UN –49.961 –73.408 12�0.5 –1.037�0.246 (23%) –0.173 –0.523 –0.351 E
UN –48.798 –73.104 10�0.5 –1.031�0.284 (27%) –0.318 –0.539 –0.199 B
UN –48.540 –73.119 28�1.2 –1.030�0.264 (25%) –0.204 –0.611 –0.228 D
HPS9 –49.038 –73.615 53�1.4 –1.016�0.152 (14%) –0.219 –0.346 –0.457 E
Lucia –48.451 –73.298 164�4.3 –1.014�0.186 (18%) –0.216 –0.599 –0.215 B
Guilardi –50.329 –73.720 167�3.2 –1.011�0.104 (10%) –0.530 –0.393 –0.100 B
Asia –50.818 –73.614 114�1.8 –1.009�0.136 (13%) –0.234 –0.726 –0.055 B
Greve –48.904 –73.656 428�4.3 –1.009�0.156 (15%) –0.248 –0.658 –0.102 B
Grey –50.861 –73.337 243�3.7 –1.006�0.184 (18%) +0.037 –0.833 –0.204 E
HPS29 –50.504 –73.466 79�1.6 –1.005�0.107 (10%) –0.485 –0.421 –0.106 B
Onelli –50.134 –73.472 49�1.9 –1.003�0.296 (29%) –0.094 –0.519 –0.400 E
Tunel inferior –49.358 –73.083 18�0.7 –1.002�0.206 (20%) –0.272 –0.405 –0.340 E
UN –50.705 –73.413 20�0.6 –1.000�0.209 (20%) –0.189 –0.782 –0.037 B
UN –48.760 –73.238 25�1.2 –0.996�0.335 (33%) –0.070 –1.016 +0.091 D
HPS34 –50.766 –73.482 153�2.0 –0.991�0.125 (12%) –0.281 –0.525 –0.190 B
UN –50.400 –73.421 12�0.7 –0.981�0.567 (57%) +0.149 –0.603 –0.524 C
Oriental –48.496 –73.096 46�1.4 –0.979�0.170 (17%) –0.213 –0.448 –0.315 E
Perito Moreno –50.563 –73.214 259�3.9 –0.976�0.088 ( 9%) –0.198 –0.542 –0.264 E
UN –48.824 –73.142 14�0.6 –0.975�0.274 (28%) –0.126 –0.852 –0.013 D
UN –48.686 –73.278 12�0.7 –0.970�0.356 (36%) –0.161 –0.689 –0.149 B
Agassiz –50.030 –73.401 54�1.5 –0.969�0.173 (17%) –0.374 –0.548 –0.052 B
UN –50.327 –73.400 6�0.3 –0.969�0.236 (24%) –0.549 –0.348 –0.091 B
Bolados –50.072 –73.439 29�1.1 –0.965�0.274 (28%) –0.118 –0.700 –0.174 D
Amalia –50.913 –73.529 163�2.8 –0.964�0.102 (10%) –0.302 –0.586 –0.093 B
Bertachi –49.913 –73.452 125�2.3 –0.950�0.091 ( 9%) –0.249 –0.325 –0.382 B
Pı́o XI –49.261 –73.625 1234�8.6 –0.938�0.029 ( 3%) –0.497 –0.228 –0.220 B
UN –48.712 –73.252 5�0.3 –0.927�0.359 (38%) –0.181 –0.577 –0.178 D
UN –49.888 –73.803 7�0.4 –0.913�0.288 (31%) –0.165 –0.402 –0.357 E
Jorge Montt –48.474 –73.509 488�5.9 –0.897�0.075 ( 8%) –0.170 –0.439 –0.289 E
UN –50.343 –73.564 7�0.4 –0.896�0.312 (34%) –0.208 –0.576 –0.121 B
Dickson –50.761 –73.226 61�1.4 –0.829�0.120 (14%) –0.102 –0.267 –0.465 E
UN –49.844 –73.757 61�1.3 –0.821�0.133 (16%) –0.178 –0.462 –0.176 E
UN –50.552 –73.535 16�0.7 –0.815�0.152 (18%) –0.272 –0.217 –0.328 E
HPS15 –49.852 –73.656 99�1.4 –0.804�0.071 ( 8%) –0.344 –0.414 –0.053 B
HPS19 –49.959 –73.703 163�2.1 –0.789�0.045 ( 5%) –0.470 –0.203 –0.118 B
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to the ELA. In these conditions, the altitudinal adjustment of
the tongue to a given imbalance will be smaller than a
similar change for other classes. In our study area, only a
handful of glaciers have hypsometric curves of this type. All

of them except Glaciar Occidental are smaller than 50 km2

and show signs of marked retreat (e.g. Glaciar Frias).
Nonetheless, in contrast with the ideal shapes of Furbish
and Andrews (1984), these glaciers do not have wide
ablation areas close to their present ELA. The mass-balance
fields that would be necessary to maintain such glaciers in
steady state – high accumulation on small accumulation
areas balanced by low ablation on large ablation areas – are
unlikely to prevail in the region and are incompatible with

the balance requirements of neighboring glaciers. It is
therefore likely that these glaciers have evolved under
different climate conditions, presumably with lower ELA
than at present, and are currently changing their geometry to
adapt to new mass-balance fields. The exception seems to
be Glaciar Occidental, which stands out as an anomaly. It
tops the sensitivity list (Table 2) with the most negative value

of d _B=dELA, it has a very low AAR (0.26) and most of its area
is well below the ELA, although it does not show signs of
marked retreat or instability in its elongated tongue (Fig. 1).
It seems unlikely that such a relatively healthy glacier might
have developed this hypsometry under the constraints of the
prevailing balance field. This suggests that, from a dynami-
cal point of view, it is probably more correct to consider
Glaciar Occidental as part of a much larger and complex
glacier, encompassing Greve and Tempano glaciers. Such a

Table 2. (continued)

Name Lat. Long. Area d _B=dELA � �  Shape

Calvo –50.696 –73.286 104�1.8 –0.775�0.092 (11%) –0.189 –0.424 –0.160 B
HPS31 –50.590 –73.403 166�2.2 –0.757�0.056 ( 7%) –0.283 –0.433 –0.049 B
Europa –50.216 –73.658 404�3.2 –0.680�0.036 ( 5%) –0.291 –0.406 +0.015 B
Penguin –50.060 –73.653 465�3.7 –0.611�0.028 ( 4%) –0.369 –0.243 –0.004 B
HPS13 –49.779 –73.546 213�2.3 –0.521�0.025 ( 4%) –0.256 –0.234 –0.035 B

Fig. 6. Mass-balance variation as a function of ELA shift from its
current value for the four representative glaciers. Curves calculated
using (a) the degree-day model and (b) the piecewise linear model.

Fig. 5. Summary of mass-balance rate sensitivity for the shape
classes considered here. The central points represent the average
sensitivity of the classes, the boxes enclose the range of one
standard deviation above and below the mean, and the bars depict
the range between minimum and maximum sensitivity. Note that
there are only four glaciers in shape class C.
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glacier would cover an area of 998�8 km2, with an AAR of

0.65� 0.08, a multimodal area distribution and a d _B=dELA

of around –1.10�0.23mw.e. a�1 per 100m ELA (using the
degree-day model), characteristics that would put it into
shape class E.

Glaciers with unimodal area distributions where the bulge
of area is located at or very close to the ELA have sensitivities
that are intermediate between classes C and B, being about
as sensitive as class E when considering a piecewise linear
mass-balance model but more sensitive than this in the case
of the nonlinear degree-day model. These glaciers corres-
pond to the idealized shape D, exemplified by Glaciar
Viedma, and including Upsala, O’Higgins and Chico, all
located on the eastern side of the icefield. A consistent
feature of these glaciers is that the dominant component of
the sensitivity is the term �, related to the area fraction,
dAAR/dELA, whereas the other two terms are of secondary
importance. This is interesting because it reveals the impact
of the character of the climate setting on the mass-balance
sensitivity of this type of glacier. Recalling from Eqn (4) that

� ¼ ðdAAR=dELAÞð _Bacc � _BablÞ, we see that the term multi-
plying the area fraction is subject to change according to the

climate setting. In a relatively continental climate, both _Bacc

and _Babl tend to be lower than in a maritime environment, so
their difference will be smaller, resulting in a reduced

mass-balance sensitivity for the entire glacier. The same can
be applied to the case of a given glacier exposed to natural
interannual variability, in which the glacier will show higher
sensitivity during years with a more maritime climate. This
reasoning possibly explains why most glaciers in this shape
class are located on the eastern side of the icefield, which is
under a more continental climate than the western side.
Glaciers, as adaptive systems, have attained geometries with
low average sensitivities for the prevailing conditions which
are thus conducive to long-term stability.

Glaciers in shape class E have bimodal and sometimes
multimodal area distributions, with the ELA roughly located
between two hypsometric modes. These glaciers, exempli-
fied by Glaciar Perito Moreno, tend to have, on average,
higher sensitivities than glaciers in shape class B, but lower
sensitivities than those of class C. When considering
nonlinear mass-balance models, these glaciers also tend
to be less sensitive than those in class D. Other glaciers in
this class are Mayo, Ameghino and Jorge Montt. In these
glaciers, the relationship between the terms in Eqn (4) is
comparable with that of glaciers in shape class B, with no
clear pattern and often being dependent on the exact
location of bulges in area fraction that make � dominant.
The apparently contradictory inclusion of Perito Moreno, a
remarkably stable glacier (Skvarca and others, 2004),
together with Ameghino and Jorge Montt, glaciers that

Table 3. Summary statistics of d _B=dELA for all shapes using a degree-day and a piecewise linear mass-balance model

Class n Degree-day model Piecewise linear model

Min. Max. Mean � Min. Max. Mean �

B 56 –1.508 –0.521 –1.098 0.208 –1.009 –0.790 –0.885 0.044
C 4 –1.547 –0.981 –1.183 0.250 –1.174 –1.007 –1.054 0.080
D 47 –1.382 –0.927 –1.201 0.111 –1.002 –0.814 –0.924 0.039
E 32 –1.450 –0.815 –1.077 0.146 –1.018 –0.867 –0.958 0.038
All 139 –1.547 –0.521 –1.131 0.174 –1.174 –0.790 –0.920 0.056

Fig. 7. Hypsometric components of mass-balance sensitivity for Glaciar Pı́o XI, in a linear (a), piecewise linear (b) and a nonlinear degree-
day (c) mass-balance model.
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have retreated or are currently retreating catastrophically
(Warren, 1994; Rivera and others, 2012), in this group of
relatively low-sensitivity glaciers merits explanation. The
collapses of the tongues of Ameghino and Jorge Montt
glaciers belong to the well-known class of calving retreat
process which, although triggered by a climatically driven
surface thinning, is sustained by positive feedback between
mechanical extension, thinning and retreat (e.g. Benn and
others, 2007). These phenomena are related to the theme of
this paper only as the particular way in which certain
glaciers react to particular boundary conditions, adapting
their hypsometry to a changing climate, but have in
principle no bearing on the glacier-wide mass-balance
sensitivity to changes in ELA. Furbish and Andrews (1984)
found the termini of these glaciers were less sensitive than
those of shape class B, but more sensitive than the
other classes.

We can summarize our results and observations by noting
that glaciers where the bulk of area is located above the ELA
(B) tend to be the least sensitive to variations in ELA, whereas
glaciers in which the bulk of area is below the ELA (C) tend
to be the most sensitive, independently of the exact choice
of mass-balance model. Glaciers with bi- or multimodal
area distributions where the ELA is between peaks (E), and
unimodal glaciers with bulges at roughly the ELA (D), have
mass-balance sensitivities that lie between classes B and C.
The sensitivities of glaciers in classes D and E lie approxi-
mately in the same order of magnitude when a piecewise
linear mass balance is considered, but glaciers in shape class

E tend to be less sensitive than those of class D under a
nonlinear mass-balance field. A nonlinear mass-balance
field tends to exacerbate the differences between the classes,
whereas a linear mass-balance model renders the sensitiv-
ities of all classes the same, and equal to the slope of the
model. Accordingly, we suggest that a static, first-order
estimation of the mass-balance rate sensitivity of a glacier
can be obtained from its hypsometry by assessing the
location of the peaks of area fraction (dAAR/dELA) relative to
the ELA. The requirements are very simple, comprising only
knowledge about hypsometry, average ELA and reasonable,
although not necessarily too accurate, assumptions about
the prevailing mass-balance field. We have shown that these
data can be reliably acquired using a glacier inventory, and
publicly available elevation data and satellite images, by
applying relatively simple procedures. We suggest that the
ideas expressed in this paper can be used to make
reasonable first-order estimations of the mass-balance
sensitivity of unmeasured glaciers. More accurate assess-
ments can be derived by recalculating the sensitivities using
a more adequate mass-balance model, possibly derived
from measurements or from a more appropriate model. We
remind the reader that we refer here to static sensitivity of
the mass-balance rate against a reference mass balance,
where we held the glacier area constant. We do not consider
the dynamic case, where glaciers adapt their profiles to a
changing mass-balance profile.

An interesting observation is that, when using a degree-
day model, the mass-balance sensitivities of the shape
classes and the respective sensitivities of the termini found
by Furbish and Andrews (1984) are roughly in inverse order,
i.e. glaciers with high (low) mass-balance sensitivity tend to
have low (high) terminus sensitivity. The order of mass-
balance sensitivities is also reflected in a positive correlation
between AAR and sensitivity, such that glaciers with high
AAR values tend to be less sensitive to variations in ELA
(Fig. 8). Note how the presence of a nonlinear mass-balance
field makes the relation less clear, blurring the correlation.
Our dataset can also be used to probe the commonly held
view that a glacier on which the area around the equi-
librium line is steep should be less sensitive to variations in
ELA than a glacier on which that sector has a shallow
surface slope. Contrary to this view, our numerical experi-
ments using the nonlinear degree-day model showed that
the surface slope, either in the vicinity of the equilibrium
line or averaged over the glacier, has little bearing on mass-
balance sensitivity (Fig. 9). Values of sensitivity calculated
using the piecewise linear model fall along an apparent line,
but this relationship is also not significant, because the slope
of that line would be close to zero. Note that a commonly
cited explanation for the observed stability of Glaciar Perito
Moreno is that the steep slope near the equilibrium line
minimizes the effects of equilibrium-line variations (Aniya
and Skvarca, 1992; Pasquini and Depetris, 2011). However,
our analysis and data clearly indicate that in this case the
sensitivity is a more complicated function of hypsometry
and the local balance field.

In this regard, it is also important to note the generally
inverse relationship between the sensitivity to changes in
ELA of the altitude of the terminus, as found by Furbish and
Andrews (1984), and that of the mass balance, as found
here. This apparent paradox occurs because of the different
ways in which changes in ELA affect the terminus altitude
and the mass balance for different glaciers, both of which

Fig. 8. Sensitivity vs AAR for the 50 largest glaciers. Symbols refer to
hypsometric shape class.
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are sensitive to the nonlinearity of the interaction between
hypsometry and the mass-balance field. This observation is
important for interpreting records of glacier length or ELA,
and calls attention to potentially serious logical flaws in
attempting to reconstruct climate histories from the inver-
sion of such records (e.g. Oerlemans and others, 2007;
Leclercq and others, 2011). As noted by Kuhn (1981) in an
information-theoretic or signal-processing analogy, such
attempts are essentially efforts to invert a broadband filtered
signal to reconstruct the input from at least two sources
(temperature and precipitation), which can be fallacious. A
more logically sound approach for exploiting long glacier
records for such reconstructions could instead be to recast
the inversion problem as one in probabilistic inference,
where the data are used to update the likelihood of a set of
hypotheses (e.g. Jaynes, 2003).

5. CONCLUSIONS

Hypsometry is an important control on the sensitivity of mass
balance to changes in ELA in the presence of a nonlinear
mass-balance field. The most fundamental aspect of this
relationship, that can be used as a first-order estimator of
the mass-balance sensitivity for unmeasured glaciers, is the
location of peaks in the hypsometric curve relative to the
average ELA. Glaciers in which the bulk of area is located
well above the ELA are those in which the mass balance
changes the least for a given change in ELA. At the opposite

extreme, glaciers where the bulk of area is located below the
ELA are subject to the largest changes of mass balance for any
given change in ELA. These are the most sensitive and
vulnerable glaciers, so there are very few of them in our
dataset. Between these extremes lie two distinct groups:
glaciers with unimodal hypsometric curves where the peak is
around the present ELA, and glaciers with bi- or multimodal
area distributions, with the ELA located approximately
between the bulges. Under the influence of a nonlinear
mass-balance field the latter tend to be less sensitive than the
former, but both are approximately equally sensitive when a
piecewise linear mass-balance model is considered. In
general, a nonlinear mass-balance field exacerbates the
differences between the classes, whereas a linear mass-
balance model renders the sensitivities of all classes the same
and equal to the slope of the model. Assessments of mass-
balance sensitivity of unmeasured glaciers can be derived in
a relatively straightforwardmanner by applying the principles
described in this paper. The only requirements are glacier
inventories, publicly available elevation data and satellite
images, and reasonable, but not necessarily too accurate,
assumptions about the mass-balance field.
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